ZEPF Cheek Retractor, stainless steel

The HELMUT ZEPF Photography and Cheek Retractor offers an excellent view of the intraoral structures and the surgical field.

Due to forensic reasons, the “before and after” documentation has become an integral part of the dental practice. HELMUT ZEPF Cheek Retractors are frequently used in intraoral photography, in extensive cheek retraction, in dental diagnostics and in surgical interventions.

Conventional retractors are also available in plastic material. However, depending on the used plastic, these are not always entirely harmless when being prepared in the hygiene chain.

Our retractors are made of stainless medical steel and fulfill all the requirements of the RKI guidelines.

The ergonomic design of the retractors guarantees an optimal handling and is well accepted by patients.
All medical devices indicated here bear the CE mark according to the Medical Device Directive 93/42/EEC.
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